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Abstract
Previous research has indicated that boys and girls differ in the ways that they
display aggression and experience victimization. This purpose of this study is to
examine the ability of children, in the third and fifth grade, to correctly
differentiate between various forms of aggressive acts and pro-social behavior.
The results of this study indicated that though there appear to be developmental
differences in the identification of aggression , there was not evidence to support
gender differences . The study also provides information regarding rates of peer
victimization . Specifically, groups of children who self-report higher rates of
victimization are identified, as well as the frequency with which children identify
same-gender peers to be victims of aggress ion. The results indicate that fifth
grade students self-identified experiencing overt aggression at a greater frequency
than third grade students , third grade girls self-identified as experience pro-social
behavior at a frequency greater than fifth grade girls, fifth grade boys selfidentified as experiencing relational aggression at a frequency greater than third
grade boys, and fifth grade male students perceived peers as experiencing
relational aggression at a greater frequency than fifth grade female students .
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Chapter I:
Introduction
Aggression and its Variations
Aggres sion refers to action made by an individual that causes physical,
psychologi cal,-or emotional Imm to anmher person (Guerin & Hennessy, 2002).
Aggression is experienced universally; almost eveey adult in the United States can
recall an experience of peer .aggression,3Ild .almost every .childcan rnport either
aggressing on a peer, being the victim of peer aggression, or witnessing peer
aggressio n {Orpmas, Home,. & Staniszewski, 2003} Tramtiooally, research has
focused on overt, or- physical aggression (Underwood,. 200'3},.which refers to the
harming of others through physwal damage or the threat of physical damag e
( Grotpeter & Crick, 1996). Examples of overt aggression include pushin g, hitting
or kicking anotbeF individual (urotpeteF & Crick, 1996)- la contrast to overt
aggression , relational aggression &armsothers tnroogh damage to peer

relationships (Grotpeta &. Cri~

1996). Examples of.rdational .aggression

include the spreading of rumors or using social exclusion to isolate an individual
from other members of the peer group (GI-atpeter & Crick, 1996).
Bullying is a form of aggressive behavior that occurs when an individual
who cannot .easilydefend bimse1for herself is repeatedly ¥ictim.izedby pe,ers
(Smith, Schneider, Smith & Ananiadou, 2004). Involvement in bullying, as either

a bully or a vidim, has-been soown to-Im to sev~al negative long-term
consequen ces in children, including adjudication, schoof dropout, and poor

psychosocial adjustment (Cohn & Canter, 2003). In a T.ecentstudy of 24,345
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students in grades foui-tb.ough twelve,.0-'lkaman,. Bmdshaw,,and Sawyer (2009)

reported higher intemalizin~ symptoms, such :assadness, loneliness, and worry
than did peers who were HOt invo1vedin bmiying (0 Br-emmnet al, 2009).
7

Further, victims and bully-victims Teported feeling Fesssafe and more
disconnected from sclwd tfum thewoon-mvowm
peefS (~

et al., 2009).

Also, victims,bully-victims, .amtbuBieswu:e .aBidentifiedto be at greater risk for
aggressive-impubwit;\ denned as geUmgangry easily, having difficuhy
controlling their-temper" doing things without thinking, and threatening to hurt
someone, than oon-mv~

ai., 2009).

p:eeB(~et

Similarly,-all Italian srudy of thini, murth, .amtfifth grade students found
that victims ofhullymg tend to smier fi-oma variety of psychosomatic and

behavioral difficulties(Gim, 2008,)- Behavior.if difiicufties demonstrated by

~a

children who Wefe victims~~

proofems,.hyperactivity,

and problems with peer relationships. The psyclmsomalic symptoms displayed by
the victims ofhullymg

mthis SIDQJincluded steepmg problems, feeling tense,

feeling tired, and dizziness (Gilli;200S). Another £ecent Italian study documented

the experiences of734 ofdei"smfms;mt&e~=s-0-f

Amfflean grades

seven, ten, and tbuteen, .or _post-secondmy (Ba.cchini,Esposito, & Afluso, 2008) .

This study similari.yfount§ egattve ~ im individuals mvolved in
bullying, as victims-of bultying ami bully-victims-l"ql')rtea

perception of~

with classmates.amt~

mare negative

tmmnnl!ll-ffli

wedpeers and

bullies, while bullies reponed more ne_gative.perception-Ofrdationships with
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teachers than oot-invmvedpeers,.victims ofbullying and bully-victims (Bacchini
7

et a&.,2009) .
Despite dorumemed

~ of butiymls,reachersmreiv.eneduring

only4% -0fallmciaentso.f~(Cohn&Canter,

2001). lathe United States,

it is estimated between I 5o/o-and 3o&/oof all students-are eitffl bullies or victims
of bullying, making bdymg the roost

OOillfOOft

form of violence in the country

(Cohn & Canter, 2003). One study amdncted with middle and high school
students in the Midwesrem Umred :Stmesfounti that ,approximately81% of male

students and 72°/4of female students bad been viciims ofbuiymg during their
school years {HcoveF,Oliv« & Hazb-, 1992). Students~
ages l 0-14 the bu.U.~ they experien.ced\WS~
a~ 1992). As this sway~,

rqrooed that irom

its greatest Jrequency (Hoover et

~appear£

to occur predominately

during the period :from iate efememmy sdwol to early middle sdrool . However ,
children begin toexpvess aggr-~

fulfil .t~

ymmgei:

age.

Aggressiv~ Bebarior mEady OaikUmod

At as eM]yas one year f age, im:ints begin to.engage mmild forms of
physical aggres&ien,
and by IS:months, such agg,Tessionmay be quite common
(Underw ood, 200l). By 1'.7mootbs 0i"age, mcst

~=

d

nave displayed

physicalaggression towards parents, sibJm_gs,
ad peers (Tremblay, Nagin,
Seguin, Zoooolilo, Zdazo, Boivm, P-emsse, & Japcl, 2004). Several factor s may
contribute to the development of physical aggression in early childhood, with the
presence of older- SI"Ningsgr-eatfyptedictmg tne occurl'~
among toddlers, .as-an-oddsratio of 4.1 was ~ed,

3

of"pnysical aggression

which was significant at

an alpha level of. 05 {Tremblayet al, 2004}- This is a logical assumption, as a
requirement foir the oauwen~

of'~

is a target towards which

~n

the aggression is fucused. Durin_gearly dnidhood, .aggressiondoes not always
occur in a negative oontext. In fiwt, young duldren-Oftendisplayaggression
during positive social interactions . Fm example, access to desired objects does not

appear to be a predictm-of agg,essioG, as it has been

soown
&rt oonfficts among

one and two years old childr-enwere mor-e_frequentlyoccurring when there was an
overabundance of toys as pposed to when toys wae limited in availability
(Underwood, 2003). Most often,.children learn to use alternatives to aggressive
behavior to express emotions and uga- upon entering pvesdroul (Tremblay et al,
2004). Howev.eT,fuTmany clmdren~w-e

behavior may .continue,and may

in certain situations emerge a re1ationa1,a opposed to physical, aggression.
Children of Preschool Age
During pFeschooicmldren begin to feara methods to settle disputes with

peers and to appropriately display a_ggression(Underwood, 2003) . One method
utilized to exenaggression by dnimen
i.ntins age group is £ough-and-tumble play

(Underwood, 2003}. Rouglrand-tumbte play often ocans with children in a
dyad, and consists of physical oontact mapfaytid maooev. Such contact often
involves bitting, grabbm_garutpushin_g,bnt is accompanied
by :oon-thrnatening
facial expressions and~

(U,ndetwood, 2001}. Therefore, though the

actions involved in this fmm of play may appear intimidating, the laughing and
expressed joyful fitciai expressions of the cmf'&es mvowed
bring about a clear

4

understandingthat these aciicnsare oot meant to be many
way distressing

(Petenon & FrandeB, 2005).
Though boys tend to engage in rou~ie

play to a ~ter

extent

than girls (Undelwood, 2003), this fmm of play does ot completely replac e
physical aggressi~
at a greater extent

as tln-oughoutprescoool ages boys-display overt aggression

tmm
girls (Wood, Cowan & Bale,-, 2062).

Tins may be

partially due to the &ct that preschool agedgirls are viewednegatively by their
peers when they express anger, a consequence not necessarily meed by preschool
boys for simila£ expression (Undawood,, 2003) . As a result,. girls may begin to
express their angev or-respond to pees-provoartiffllJby socially exduding their

peers or engaging in other fmms-0f relational~
The timing of iJl:leIrejecti~

wmch is an example of a relationally

for children depending

aggressive behavior~ may have specific~
upon their age. Early~

(Underwood, 2003).

cl°~

rejection ooufd lead to sccial-cognitiv e

deficits, which would potentially lead to increased ,aggressive behaviors(Boivin,
Vrtaro & Poulin,2005). Such an increase of~
displays of aggressio~ eithel-physical
been linked to ma-eases

moona.m-ent

O£

behaviors is troublin g as

rdatioml, during early childhood, have

an futm-e ~ ocl'laviOJ"
(Ostrov,

Ries , Stauffacher, Godleski, & Mullins, 2008}. Also, an increase in aggres sive

behaviors in tum may lead to an incra.se of peer ttjection (Boivin et al, 2005).
Recogni tion of causes of peer rejection at an early age is-crucial, as it has been
shown to lead to a

mgharisk of"absentee~
scnom
dropout,

5

fow grades and

grade retention

hen children P£ogressthiougn mghe£ grades {Kupersmidt,

Budrefe, VeegteF & Sedilmes, I996).
Middle Cbiklheod
Bullying dmmgdememwy

sooool~ an mtemational
~n.

Rates

of bullying during grades one tmough five range from I I.J<t/cin Finland, to 49. 8%

in Ireland, with bullying rates of' d~my

sclroc srudems withm the United

States at 190/4(Dake, Price & Td.!joimm, 2003). There are numerous factors
related to bullying in e1ememaryschool, <me-of which is the emergence of
cliques. Cliques within elementary-schootsusually oonsist of fom to five children
who share several dmaaeristics

wit& one aootnef, ~ as age, gender and race

(Gifford-Smith & Bmwncl.l,2001). Identification within a clique may cause a

child to view their peem within tms gr-01ap
as superior to d:nldren-outside of this
group (Mull~

Brown & Smith,. 1992). Fmthenoo£e,,Kwon and :tease (2007)

found that cliques of cbifdf'm wootfemoostmted efevated

revers
oflruBying were

not rankedany less populm-than pro-socia1.peera. In oontrast t-0developing
groups of peers, ekmemmy aged cm1drenalso begin to developmutual antipathy
with classmates-. A study of dementaiy school aged childTenfound that 28% of

children in grades J and 4, and JSo/~o:fchifdf"enin grades 5 and 6, were able to
identify one or more .enemies(Pope, 2003).
Children in ememmyschoo begin to associate the actions of others with
personal attribute& For example, Emmy and Luzzo (l~)

found in a study of

children in both serond amt sixth gmde, tire-srudems woohad iJeen called names

by their classmates began to develop negative peer beliefs. Such negative beliefs
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may be detrimental to the ability of a child to make friends or further develop prosocial relationships.

Early Adolesc~nce
Though bullying has been docwnented within elementary schools, during
the transition from primary to secondary school a spike in bullying rates has been
shown to occur (Pellegrini & Long, 2002). In a retTospecrive study conducted by
Eslea and Rees (200 l ), the age at which most adults recall being bullied the most
was from age 11 to age B. There may be several reasons for this increase in
bullying rates, such as changes in social affiliations and, consequently,an attempt
to establish dominance in a new peer group (Pellegrini & Long, 2002). There is
reason to believe that the increase in bullying .associatedwith early adole scence
begins to fade once clmdren enter high school. Baccbini and colleague s found that
in a sample of Italian middle and high school aged children, when examining
instances of bullyingthat occur at a minimumof two to three times per month,
students in high school were more likely than students in middle school to be not
at all involved in bullying, either as a bully, a victim, or as a bully victim
(Bacchini et al ., 2008). Further, when the sample of students was further
segmented into instances ofbullying occurring about once a week or more, high
school students were still less likely to be involved in bullying as a victim or
bully-victim than middle school students (Bacchini et al, 2008). There fore, it is
of great importance to focus prevention and intervention efforts on students who
are still in elementary school, bef°OFethis increase in bullying occurs.

7

Geuder Difrerenus in Aggrasioa amt Vidimizatiea
Beginning in early dlifdhood, girls and boys dispf:ayaggression
differentl y_ Girls within preschool classrooms have been found to soci ally reject
peers following prov.ocatiooc!t a grea:rer&equency&m boys, -andare less likely
to outwardly vent anger towards peers (Underwood, 2003) _ As children become
older, such gender diWer-~

beoome more JWmwmiced.Few example, Crick and

Grotpete r ( 1995) found that among students in grades three through six, girls were
more likely to eng age

mre1ationalaggression than boys, .andthat boys

were more

likely to engage in overt aggression than girls. Similarly~ Hilaiski, Duhnu s,
Theriot and Sowers (2004) found that with matiooai aggression, middle-school
aged girls engaged

mthis ronnof amression
to a greater

extent than bo ys.

However , in regards to physit-maggression, boys and girls

mboth elementary

and

middle school were found to engage in this fonn of am-essien at co mparable
rates (Hilarski et al, 2004). SimiaT resuI'lswere found in a sample of children in
middle school in Western Canada (Closson, 2009). This study, which examined

peer relationshi ps within cliques, found that girls were more relationally
aggressive towards

thenmends than boys-,,but girls-did not differ from boys in

displays of overt aggression (Cfossou, 2009). However, n:aaive aggression was
fou nd to be negatively oorreiated with peer likeability for girls, but had a nonsignificant co rrelation

rorboys (Closson,

2009).

Othe r studies have found that overall involvement with bullymg may vary

by gender . Using a sample o-fltalianymrth, Bacdimi and ~(200

8) found

that in instances of bullying ooow:riBgmore than two to thI-ee times per mon th,

8

boys are more likely robe

classifiedas bullies than girls (Bacclrini et al., 2008) .

However, oooe only mdiwiuals who were involved m bullying once a week or
more from this group were examined, there were no observed gender differences

(Bacchini et al., 2008).
Girls .also -differoomboys in both rates of and reactions to victimization.
Most often, children bully -Othersame--sexpeers.
bullying does

OCCUT,

However,
wlienttoss-

sex

---------

-

most often it ~ ,lVitaa.male-bullyand-a--female..Yi~.».11
~

-

-

(Seals & Young, 2003). Furtirmoore, girls hve reported the experience of being

--

bullied as more .emotionallytr.oublingthan their matepeers .(Hoover, Oliver &
Hazier, 1992). Thererore, it :isof great importance to acknowledge the differing
needs of male and female students, and form of aggression employed by each
gender, when attempting tor~

tire-a~

of aggression and in the

develop ment of potential interventions t-0oomba.tthis issue.
Recognition of AggffsSRm

There appear to be varying degrees to which school-aged children
recognize differing fonns of pea- aggression. In a study of l,820 students
between the ages of 11,and 14 in the United Kingdom, it was

round
that 33 .5% of

students identifiedbwlymg a only physical-abuse,and only 5.3% of student s
discussed bullying including the ooocept of social exclusion (Naylor, Cowie,
Cossin, de Bettencourt, & Lemme, 2006). Fmtfrer:, cmfdren ages 13 and 14 were
more likely than clmdren.ages 11 .and 12 to discuss the concept of social
exclusion (Naylor et al, 2006). In anotbeI- study, when asked to identify various
situations as bullying or pro-social oehavior, it was found that cmfdren ages four

9

--

-

-

-

through eight oould distinguish between aggressive ed non-aggressive~,
children at the age off~

wereable~~between

but

physical and

non-physical acts of aggression (Monks&. Smith, 2006). However, children
between the ages of eigin ud

~

ere oot ~ed

mtms analyses, and

therefo re it is of great impommce to includediildren within that age range to
determine, to a grearerspecificity, m what~

girls~

boys are able to

differentiate between overt aggression, relational aggression and pro-social
behavior .
Varjas and ,colleagues (2008) began to examine this issuehy interviewin g
30 children betwoomthe.ages of
eight (V arjas, Meyers,

mne.and
fiBee.m
who were in grades four through

Bcllmoff:
Lopp,,Bffckbichler~ & Marshall, 200&). The

results of this study mdi~

thti fflldotsmtkovm!B

bullying as maltreatment to\Wfd

~ mttividualby

sampkideutified

other mdi\liduals or by a group,

and identified~of~~ smv-eibalaggression (Varj as et

al., 2008). However, this study gave overall group results and did not separate
participants by either age or grade level. Thenim-e, il seems IICCCSS3JY
for

information to be collected specificallyat different ages and grade levels, in order
to determine at what age dmdren are able to ro:rooctlydifferentiate between
differing forms of aggression. Such information may have important implications
for preventio n and inteJVention efforts, as chifdn~nwith au awareness of
differential forms of aggressionmay be able to benefit from more specialized

prevention and inteivention efforts than children without such an understanding.
Further, there is evidence that gender differences also exist in the ability to
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differentiate between ditrerin~ furms of aggression. Naylor and colleagues

(2006), found that masample :Ofdffldren ages l l through 14, a similar proportion
of both boys and girls (65%) reported that bullying often involves physical abuse
(Naylor et al., 2006). Howeva-, 64% of girls-and only-54o/"of boys acknowl edged
that bullying may also involve verbal abuse (Naylor et al., 2006). This finding

illuminatesthe fact tlm further -researchis necessary to undemand the gender
to further specialize prevention and
differences in the identification of aggression,.
intervention efiorts to the needs-of students.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
Based on aforementioned~

of contemporary fu:erature, the followin g

primary research questions were asked,.and the accompanying hypotheses were
tested: The rust TeseaTm question asked: Are th«e developmentaland/or gender
differences in the -abilityof children to correctly differentiate between overt
aggressio n, rdational-aggessioo,

ampro-social

behavior'! The following

hypotheses was tested:

I) Fifth gradestudents are able to cofR€tly idemuy oven aggression,
relational aggression and pro-social behavior at a greater frequency than
third grade students .

2) Girls are able to correctly identify overt aggression,.relational aggression
and pro-social beffimOTat a greata- ~ tmm boys.
The second resear-ch question asked : Are there developmental and/or gender
differences in the &.equencywith which students report peer victimiz.ation? The
hypotheses for this question were as follows:

11

l) Fifth grade students report victimizationby peers at a greater frequency
than third grade srudents.
2) Girls report victimization by peers at a greater ftequency than boys.

12

CllapterJI:

Mdltod
Design
To examine the nmtwo~.

thecmrent study employ ed a

nonexperimental between groups 2 X 2 factorial design. There were tw o
independen t variables: gender (male and femmtj,

am<:urrem:
academi c grade

(third grade or :fifthgrade). There were three dependent variables: correct
identificatio n of pro--scciaibemmoir, COJFecti~OD

of overt aggression,

and correct identification of relational aggression . The second two hypotheses
were examined using multiple between groups designs . Once again there were
two independent variables: gender (male and female), and current academic grade
(third grade or fifth grade). 'flreJ-e were six dependent variables: (a) self-reported
freque ncy of experiencing pro -social behavior by peers, (b) self-reported
frequency of experiencing overt aggression by peers, (~) self-reported frequency
of experie ncing relational aggression by peers, (d) :frequencyof observing samegender peers experiencing pro-social behavior by

otms,

(e) fi-equmcy of

observing same-gender peers experiencing overt aggression by others, and (f)
frequency of observingsame-gooderpeers experiencing relational aggression by
others .

Recruitment
Principals .at dementaiy schools in Rhode Island were contacted and were
asked about any interest in mdudmg their school in a study related to bullying
and pee r aggression. The-aims of this current study were discussed in person with
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interested principals, who were also given an informational consent form about
the study (AppendixA) and the principals were asked to provide written consen t
allowing this study to occw- at their school. Following the written consent of each
of the element my school principals, all materials w«e submitted to and approved

by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Rhode Island.
Informatio nal forms (AppendixB) were then sent home with student s, and mailed
to parents either individuallyor througb a school newsletter. Parents who did not
want their child to participate

mthe study wa-e asked to

send back the fonn with

their child opting them out of the study, and parents were also provided a
telephone number and email address to oontact the student researcher if needed.

Participa nts
A total of 164 students, 85 ft-om gradeiive and 79 from grade three, from

three elementary schools within one school district in Rhode Island parti cipated.
Of the 85 students in grade five, 44 students identified as female and 41 students
identified as male. Further, of the 79 students in grade three, 40 students identified
as female and 39 smdemsidemiied as maie.Titen£u.re,theJe we;-e a total of 84
female students and 80 male students participating in the study.
To provide a sample that resembled the dhmcbreakdown of the state of
Rhode Island, a school district whose student population represented the ethnic
populatio n of the state was droseB £or tm sm . Dre demog,apmcinformati on
available for Rhode Island indicates that 79.J1t/4ofindividuals living within Rhode
Island iden6fy as Non-ffispamc White, l i .21¼ofmdividuals identify as Hi spanic
or Latino, 6.3% of individuals identify as African-American, 2.8% ident ify as
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Asian-American, 0.6"/4identify as Native American OI Mask.an Native, and O.1%
idmtiy as Hawmim

~ or- Otner

~e-

hfaniei, {U.S. CeRSBS,200-8).

Within the study, 47.00/4of the student participants «ientmedas Non-Hispanic
White, 5.5%ofthe~si~asHispamcorl.atmo,

4.9°/4oft he students

identified as Native American,3.1% of the students identifiedas AfricanAmerican, 2.4%mtaesmdemsr~asAsim--Ammem,

1.2'¾ of the

students identified as Whiteand Amcan -American, 0.6% of the :Students
identified as Wm.reu-d Nariv-e~ am1 .0'°/4of the students de signated
"other" for their ethnicity, while °-6% of students designated White and "other"
for their idemify. nrthff,

21.J%ofstmfemsweremmweaoout

theiTethnicity,

while 2.4% of students stated that drey identified as White but were also unsure

about their ethnicity. Whj!e an ~ ·verse~

was mcluded in this

study, based on the research questions and available lite£ature~ethnic differences
in the population were n« measuved.
Setting
Data were ro~

m~

solloo! classrooms during the month of

May 2009 . Students remained in their classroom for the duration of the data
collection, and data were oo~

ii-omm

~ classof

smde.ntsat one time.

Materials
In addition tc ak

~ Ested

bdow, the~

necessary for this

study included a pTojection screen,,a projecio I~and a laptop computer.
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lufonnatiomd Form/Opt Out Sflttt
Due to tfu:emet t1:ra:nufl:,mg
~ was aftready
m¢are

mthe district

where the project took place, an informational opt out funn was utilized
(Appendix A). O@presof tmsfolm were Sfflt home with the dmm-en in
classrooms designated by the school ptincipais to participate
were also sent to par-entsdwoogtiPthe~.

~

mthe study. Forms

mtfre fffllm~a fetter- or as part

of a newsletter, or through email. Parents were asked to reply if they were
opposed to du

dli1mp.artiei~

m this study.

Demograp hic Questionnaire
A demographic~OfflIU'ewas

ud

t0 ~ infemmiffll :regarding

the participants' age, birth date, grade in school, gender, and ethnicity (Appendix

B).

Stop Bullyin&Now? DVD
Stlilp ~ Nowr.(United-States

Participants vieweclla DVD~

Department of Health and Human Servicesa), containing a collection of twelve
"webisodes"' (shortcmt,o-ons, ra.ngmgfi-omapproximatdy 10 seconds to two
minutes in length, that were originaHybroadcast on the Stop BuUying Now!
Website),

~ by the

Unit~ Statesllepamnmt

G'JfH~and

Human

Services . The twelve webisodes were further incremented for the current
investigation

mroa~

.eacb wmoo
~-ed

®f25 ~,

mstances
of overt

aggression, relational aggression, or pro-social behavior_ The choice to use
vignettes was made &as-~ Gmt&eract t£rat-~g

mey- &e ai s-~e

subject

matter for many students, and therefore vignettes may provide a less distressing
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and more comfortable manner for students to discuss this topic (Barter & Renold,
2000) .

The webisodes were developed by the United States Department of Health
and SeJVicesAdministration,in
and Human ServicesHeahh ResoUFCeS
partnership with

morethan

70 different agencies, including raith-based,

educat ion, health aid safety org:amzatioos (Melzer-Lange, Cohen, Gross berg,
Matthews, Heuermann, Koes, Hale & Gilmore, 2005). Also, 11 children ages
nine to thirt een were consultee in the development ef the webifflda-, and assisted

in the development of the .characters and the situations that were featured (United
States Depart ment ofHea!th ~ti Humm Semcesb). Therefore, the webisodes
may be considered developmentally appropriate for the students who were
included in this study. Before the OOIIIDlfflCement

of this project, ten graduate

students in school psychology were asked to watch the vignettes and to determine

if the actions viewed could be considered reflective of overt aggression, relation al
aggressio n or pro-social behavior. Only those vignettes which were decid ed upon

OOl!Sistmg
of overt aggression,
by 8 out of l O individuals in this group as ertmeJ"
relational aggression or pro-social behavior were included in the study. This
established con veigem v~ity

ad

cn~t

validity of the vignette content

(Lounsbury, Gibson & Saudargas, 2006) . Based on the feedback of th e ten
graduate student s in schcol psychology, it was dmrlffl that mre of the vignettes
would be remo ved due to the iack of clarity regarding the type of aggress ion
depicted , as within this vignette, two different situations, one which involved pro-
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social behaviors and one which involved overt aggression were occurring
simultaneously. Therefore, 24 vignettes were shown to participants .
Responses to Vignettes Questionnaire
After students watched each vignette, they were asked to respo nd to three
questions (Appendix C). The first question and response choices were adapted
from a three-i tem peer-nomination scale of physical aggression, a five-item peernomination scale of relational aggression, and a five-item scale of pro-social
behaviors to be used with preschool students (Crick, Casas & Mosher, 1997). The

first questio n asked "What did you see in this cartoon?" and followed with three
choices : 1) I saw children being nice to each other, 2) I saw a child calling another
child mean names, starting a fight, or pushing or hitting other children, and 3) I
saw a child try to keep another child out of bis OJ" bet group of mends . To assess
the approp riateness of these questions andthe acoompanying respons es, five
teachers at each grade levd (i.e. third -and fifth) were asked to review the question
and the pote ntial responses, and to determine if the question and resp onses are
appropriate for students in the third and fifth gnde.

Students then were asked to

answer a second andthird question, using a 5-point scale, relating to personal
experiences of victimization and pro-social behavior, and perceived experiences
of same-gende r peers relating to victimization and pro-social behavior. The
second questi on asked, "In this cartoon you met (insert name of character) , how
often do other kids treat you how (insert name of character) was treat ed?"
Students were given the following choices: never, less than once a week, once a
week, more than once a week, every day. For the third question, students were
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asked , "In this cartoon you met (insert name of character), how often do oth er
kids treat ot her girls/boys in your class how (insert name of character) was
treated?" Stude nts were given the choices: never, less than once a week, once a
week , more than once a week, every day. Once again, to establish that these
questions were developmentally appropriate fur the student particip ants, five
teachers at eac h the third and fifth grade level were asked to both evaluate the
ease with which children at those grades may be able to read the questi ons. After

stated that the
reading thro ugh the questions, all of the tea:clreistmmmJlCUsly
questions were developed -at an appropriate level fur the students within their
class.

Procedure
After collection of the any returned forms, students who were parti cipating
in the study were reminded that they could end their participation at any time.
Students were themdistributed a packet of papers, the first sheet of paper
requesting demographic information (Appendix C), and the sequ ential sheets of
paper asking students to answer three quesrioos rdatmg to the vignett es
(Appendi x D). Upon receivingthese packets, students were instruct ed to fill out
the first sheet,

wmoo
asked

for demograpru~
information. Segment s from the

DVD entitled Stop Bullying Now! (United States Department of Health and
Human Services), were then shown to each dassmcm of srudems. Following the
viewing of each vignette, students asked to answer a questionnaire con taining

to students by th e experimenter. The
three ques tions, which were read alm.w
questions included: "What did you see in this cartoon?", "In this cart oon you met
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(insert name of character), how often do other kids treat you how (insert name of
character) was treated?", and "In this cartoon you met (insert name of character),
how often do other kids treat other girlst'boysin your class how (insert name of
character ) was treated'!" Forms were separated to ensure that student s are asked
about a peer of the same gender. After the final vignette had been shown, the
experimenter collected the packets.
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Chapter ill:

Results
Prior to statistical analysis, all responses to the questionnaires w ere
entered into a Microsoft Exool spreadsheet, and infonnation from this spreadsheet
was then ent ered into the statistical analysissoftware package SAS 9.2. The first
statistical analysis summarized answers :from the demogmpmc questionnair e
regarding the age, grade in schoo~ gender, and ethnicity of the particip ants . These
figures are presented

m.Table

l . Descriptive st.aristics also were calculat ed for the

depende nt variables of correct identification of pro-social behavi or, co rrect
identifica tion of overt aggression, an

oon-midemmQtion

of relationa l

agg ression bas ed on the independ ent variables of gender and gra de in school.
These statist ics are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1: Demographi c Characteristics of Participants

n

Peccentage

Gender
Female

84

Male

80

51.22
48 .78

Grade
3
5
Age

79
85

48.17
51.83

8
9
10
11

16
55
53
36

9.76
33.54
32.32
21.95
2.44

Chara cteristic

12
4
Ethnicity
African-American
5
3.05
Asian
4
2.44
Hispanic/Latino
9
5.49
Native American
8
4 .88
White
77
46.95
White/African-American
2
I.2 2
White/Native American.
l
0.61
White/Other
I
0.61
White/Unsure
4
2. 44
Other
18
I0.9 8
Unsure
35
21.34
Note: Numbers represent characteristics in the total sample . For students in grade
3 only, there were 40 female srudws a!ll 39 male m?denitis.,
amrdmgrade 5 there
were 44 female students and 40 male students. Also, all students ages 8 and 9
were in grade 3, and all students ages 11 and 12 were in grade 5. Forty -five 10year-old students were in grade 5.,while eight IO-year-old students were in grade
3.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Correct ldentificaJion of Aggression and ProSocial BehoviOF'
Overt Aggression

Pro-social
n=8

Relational
Aggressi on

n=5

n=ll
Mean

Standard
Deviatioo

Mean

Standard

Mean

Standard
Deviation

~

Gende r
Female

7.40

0.81

4.30

l.02

6.25

3.07

Male

7.44

(t95

4.34

1.18

5.56

2.97

3

7.20

1.05

4.29

Lll

5.14

3.05

5

7.62

0.62

434

1.09

6.64

2.84

Grade

Gender and Grade Differences in Aggression and Pro-Social Behavior
Identification
To examine the hypotheses that, a) Fifth grade students are able to
correctly identify overt aggression, relational aggression and pro-social behavior
at a greater frequency than third grade students, and b) girls are able to correctly
identify ov ert aggression, relational aggression and ~ behavior at a
greater frequency than boys, a 2 X 2 factorial multivariate analysis of varianc e
(MANOV A) was performed.

The results of this MANOVA indicate th at the

interaction effect of gender and grade on identification of relational aggression,
overt aggr ession, and pro-sccial behavior, was net statistically significant, Willes'
Lambda 0.997, F(3,158)= 0.14,p=

0.93. For the main effect of gender, Wilks'

Lambda was 0.984, F(J, 158) = 0.85, p

= 0.41, not a statistically significant result .

For the main effect of grade, Wilks' Lambda was 0.881, F(3,158) = 7. 14, p<.001,
with an effect size of eta square equal to 0.12, wmcb is a large to medium effect
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size. The se results support the conclusion that students in grade five are better
able to identify overt agg11.ession,
relational aggression, and pro-social behavior
than studen ts in grade three. However, the hypothesis that girls are better able to
identify overt aggression, relational aggres:si-00,a1J!!d
pro-weiaEbehavior than boys
was not supported. FuU summary indices for the interaction of grade and gender ,
the main effect of gender, amidthe main effect of gr.a.dea.re listed in Table 3.
To further examine the significant main effect of student grade level a
separate univariate analysis of v.manre (ANOV A) was peirfo.rmed for each
depend ent variable, using the grade level of students (grade three or five) as the
independ ent variab>le.Tiu.e ANOV A was siigrnfrcantfoTthe variable of pro-social
behavior, F(l, 162) = 9.90,p< .Ol, with eta square equal to 0.06, which is a
medium effect size. The ANOV A was not sigmirram for the va'riable of overt
aggression , F(l, 162) = 0.08 , p = 0.77. The ANOVA conducted for the variable of
relation al aggressiion was ~meant

and pm ·ooced the result, F(l, 162) = 10.55,

p <.01, with eta square equal to 0.06, which is a medium effect. Together, these
results support the cooclusron thamstudents

mgrade :five a.Fellretter able than

studen ts in grade three to identify pro -social behavior and relationa l aggre ssion.
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Table 3: Summary Indices for MANOVA
Statistic
Gender by Grade Interaction
Wilks ' Lamboo
Pillai's Trace
Hotelling-Lawley Trace
Roy ' s Greatest Root
Gender Main Effect
Wilks' Lambda
Pillai's Trace
Hotelling-Law ley Trace
Roy's Greatest Root
Grade Main Effect
Wilks ' Lambda
Pillai' s Trace
Hotelling- Lawley T:iraG:e
Roy 's Greatest Root
***p<.001

Value

FValue

0.997

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

().003

0.003
0.003
0.984

O.o:E
.6
0.0]6
0.016

0.:881
0.119

0.135
O.B5

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
7.14***
7.14***
7.14***
7.14***

Report s of Pro-Social Interactions and Peer Victimization
To examme the hy.p:otaesestmt fi:fm:B»
grade stnrrt!feliltrs.
Jiep:M victimization
by peers at a greater frequency than third grade students, and girls report
victimization by peers at a greater ti",eqneNcy
than boys, students respon ded to
questions regarding the frequency with which they are the target of pro-social

with wmeh 1!hrey
cnrea vi<ctimof overt or
behavior by a peer, or-the fretiJ01en:€,y
relational aggression using an ordinal scale; therefore, nonparametric statistics
were used to analyze the results. A total of 18 rank sums tests were performed to
examine potential overall differences between girls and boys and third and fifth
grade students, as well as poten 1fod differences betwem third and fifth grade girls,
third and fifth grade boys, third grade girls and boys, and fifth grade girls and
boys . The results of these nmk sums tests are presented in TabJes 4 and 5.
Overall, the vast majority of these tests were not significant; however, three
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significant results were found. For self-reports. of pro-social behavior, there was a
difference betwem fem3!e strlll'cl!em.ts
iimithe trllm-<ifi
grnd€' <!:~~

tr@female students

in the fifth grade, as z=2 . l2, p<.05 (grade three M=22.98, grade five M=l 8.09) .
For means of pro-s0>cirubehav.ior, see Figures l and 2. Further, for self-reports of
relational aggr ession, th ere was a difference between male students in the third
grade comp ared to male srndemts mtire filth gira:de,as; z=-2.45, p<.()5 (gra de three

M=37 .56, grade -five M=-46.68). There was also an overall significant effect for
the self-repo rt of overt aggression of students

mdifferent

grades in school , as z=-

2. 06, p<. 05 (grade three M=l8 .86, gra de five M=Zl .89). For means of overt
aggression, see Figures 3 aRd 4 . These daitar~ggest that OOb grade students are
the victims of overt :aggression more frequently than third grade students. Further,
third grade female sru-demsreport more frequent experiences of pro -social
behavior than fifth grade female students and third grade male students are the
victims of relatiooal aggiressioo mon,~
-:ftreq,&mtrfy
tlira Jrulmfui
gmde male students.
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Table 4: Self-Repor ts of Experiences of Pro-Social Behavior
Gender as the lndef!.ende.nt Variable

011.d

Victimization with

Overt Aggression

Pro-Social Behavior

Relational

z-score
-0.52

p-value
0.60

z-score
-0.25

p-vaJue
0.80

Aggression
z-score
p-value
0.18
0.85

Third
Grade
Gender
Differences

-1.39

0.17

-0.55

0.58

-1.02

0.31

Fifth Grade
Gender
Differences

0.93

0.35

0 .17

0.86

1.29

0.20

Overall
Gender
Differences

Table 5: Self-Reports of Experiences of Pro-Social Behavior and Victimization with
Grade in School as ilhel11dependent VarjabJe

Pro-Social Behavior

Overt Aggression

Relational

z-score
1.33

p-value
0.18

z-score
-2.06

p-va!ue
0 .04*

Aggression
z-score
p-value
-1.92
.05

Female
Grade
Differences

2.12

0.03*

-1.11

0.27

-0.23

0.82

Male
Grade
Differences
*p<.05

-0 .24

0.81

- 1.80

0.07

-2.45

0.01 *

Overall
Grade
Differences
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20
15

□ Female

BMale

10
5

0
Overall
Overall
3rd
3rd
5th
5th
Mean
Mean
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Question Questio n Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
3
Question Question Question Question
2
3
2
2
3

Figure 1: Mean Self-Report (Question 2) and Percei ved Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of Pro-Social Behavior with the Variable: Gender

el Grade 3
!!!Grade 5

Overall
Overall Female Female
Mafe
Mate
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Question Question Question Question Question Question

2

3

2

3

2

3

Figure 2: Mean Self-Report (Question 2) and Perceived Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of Pro-Social Behavior w'ith lhe Variable: Grade in School
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□ Female

~Male

Overall Overall 3m Grade 31d Grade 5th Qade 5th Graue
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Question Question Question Question Question Question

2

2

3

2

3

3

Figure 3: Mean Self-Report (Question 2) and Perceived Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of Overt Aggression with lhe Yarioble: Gender

13Grade 3
lii:!Grade5

O\.erall Overall Female Female
Male
Mate
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Question Question Question Question Question Question

2

3

2

3

2

3

Figure 4: Mean Self-Report (Question 2) and Perceived Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of Overt Aggression with the Variable: Grade in School

Perceived Experiences of Same-Gender Peers Relating to Victimization and
Pro-Social Behavior
To further examine the hypotheses that (a) Fifth grade students report
victimization by peers at a greater frequency than third grade students, and (b)
girls report victimization by peers at a greater frequency than boys, an additional
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18 rank sums tests were performed using gender and grade in school as
independent variables and the pere.eivedfrequency of same-gender peers
experiencing pro-social interactions or victimization in the form of overt or
relational aggressio n as dependent variables. The results of these ranks sums tests
are presented in Tables 6 and 7. Overall, the results of these analyses were not
significant. However, there was a significant result for perceived frequency of
same-gender peers being victims of relational aggression, for students in grade
five, z = 2.17 ,p<..05 (femaleM=41.02,

maleM-=-45.32). This result indicates that

among students in the fifth grade, male students report that same-gender peers
experience relational aggression at a higher frequency than do female students .
For means ofrelational aggression, see Figures 5 and 6.
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Table 6: Perceived Experiencesof Same-GenderPeer Pro-Social Behavior and
Viciimizationwith Gender as the lndef!_endenJ
Variahle
Pro-SocialBehavior
Overt Aggression
Relational
Aggression
z-score
p-value
z-score
p-value
z-sco re
p-value
-0.24
-0.59
0.55
1.30
0.20
0.81
Overall
Gender
Differen
ces
Third
Grade
Gender
Differen
ces

-1.30

0.19

-0.67

0.50

-0.21

0.84

Fifth
Grade
Gender
Differen
ces
*p<.05

1.05

0.29

-0.09

0.92

2.17

0.03*

Table 7: Perceived Experiences of Same-Gender Peer Pr~Social Behavior and
Victimization with Grade in School as the I~
Variable
Pro-Social Behavior
Overt Aggr-ession
Relational
Aggression
z-.soore p-value
p-varue
z-score
z-score
p-value
0.36
0 .10
0.92
0 .65
0.52
Overall
0.91
Grade
Difference s
Female
Grade
Differences

1.82

0.07

0.42

0.67

1.62

0.11

Male
Grade
Differences

-0.54

0.59

-0.23

0.82

-0.48

0.63
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□ Female

25
20
15
10

@Male

5
0

Owrall

OWrall 3rd Grade 3M Grade ~Glade
SthGrade
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Question Question Question Question Question Question

2

3

2

3

2

3

Figure 5: Mean Self -Report (Question 2) and Perceived Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of RelatiOITDIAggremun with tire Vmitible Gender

50 .------------

- ---------

45
40
35

30

~Grade 3

25
20
15
10

miGrade 5

5
0

Owrall

Owrall
Female
Femme
Male
Mate
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Question Question Question Question Question Question

2

3

2

3

2

3

Figure 6: Mean Self-Report (Question Z) and Percewed Peer (Question 3)
Frequency of Relational Aggression wnh Ike Varioble Grode in School
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Chapter IV:.

Results of previous research indicate that children at the age of eight can
distinguish between aggression and non-aggressive acts, while children at the age
of fourteen also can distinguish between physical and non-physical acts of
aggression (Monks& Smith, 2006). Thepmposeoftheem1enl

study was to

provide information about children in between the ages compared by Monks and
Smith, regarding their ability to disriagwsh between aggressive and nonaggressive acts as well as between physical and non-physical acts of aggression.
Further , this study examinedthe~

of ~s a

ooys
to ~emially

distinguish between aggressive and non-aggressive acts and between physical and
non-physical acts of aggression.

Summary of Results
The results of this study JW@vide
~ foir die :6m hypcthesis,which
relates to the ability of fifth grade students to identify aggression and pro-social

11mm.
dm-dgrade smdoots. Specifically,it was

behavior at a greater ti-~

found that fifth grade students are able to correctly identify relational aggression
and pro-soci al hemmoc at

ai

g,eater- ~cy

tbn t"mmgrade students, but a

significant difference was not found for the identification of overt aggression.
However the second hypothesis, which stated that girls are able to correctly
identify overt aggression, relational aggression and pro-social behavior at a
greater frequency than boys, was not suppm-ted.
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Th e third hypothesis, that fifth grade students report victimiz ation by peers

at a greatef" fiequ-eneythan~

e sttird~

gFai'

as Slllpl]TfflOO,fum€rnlyin

specific situat ions. For example, stude nts in gra de five reported being a victim of
overt aggres sion at a higher ftecp.wn.cy
than students in grade three, and boys in
grade five reported being victim of relational aggr ession at a highe r frequency
than boys in grade three. Also, female smdems

mgrade

dwee r-epmted being the

recipient of pro-s ocial behavior by th eir peers at a great er frequ ency than fifth
grade female st:udemts.lit~

red that this is oo oopruallydiffer ent from a

he

finding tha t third grade stu dents are victimiz ed less than fifth grad e students . The
fourth hypothesis, that girls repmuvicttil.mmii!iiohy weeirs
at ai gireat~ ft-equency
than boys , was not supported. However, when stud ents wer e ask ed about same-

f 1rclatiomd:aggressioa,it was foorni that fifth grade

gender peers being~

boys reported other boys in their class to be victims of relational aggression at a
greater frequency them did fifth grade gins

d€F girls in their

Ero ~"fumg

class.

Interpreta tion f F"

ings

The fact that a significant difference was foood between thir d and fifth
grade stud ents in the identm~trm1 cf

lief-~

iisnot surpri sing, as it

~fflJ

is similar to th e finding by Naylor and colleagues (2006) that old er children were
more likely than~

· ldremto~

the~

of social exclu sion .

However , in th e study conducted by Naylor and colleagues (2006), children ages
13 and 14 weFe more liketyto

~ s-<i!ciexdusi©lm
tbn

dmfdF-enwho were

ages 11 and 12. In the current study, children in the fifth grade, who had ages
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ranging IO through 12, were better able to identify relational aggression, defined
by s:cciruexclusroo, tMIIDdrnMFeim
amtdretfu:irogmde,

wtwmi: ages FMging 8

through 10. Also, the present study confirmed the findings that children between
the ages of 9 through. a5am irlentify-unstm:lres f phy.§lradand relational
aggression (Varjas et al., 2008). However, the present study was more specific
that studem-smboth grades
than Varjas and ootteagues(2~MlS, as rt-deimr@mwated

three and five were able to identify overt aggression, but students in fifth grade
were better able to iitleniify £elatii ml aggessi n and pro-social behavior .
Though previous research has indicated that girls and boys differ in terms
of the type of aggressive hehaivim-uootthey mrelikdy t@di~r~, (Closson, 2009;
Crick & Grotpeter, 1995; Hilarski et al., 2004; Underwood, 2003) the present
~eremres
work did not find geml.der

mthe ahility to correctly identify different

forms of aggressive behavior as well as pro-social behavior. Therefore, though
girls and boys eragagemdiffer-emaggp-esswefu-efuarri©:FS,
trheiredoes not appear to
be a gender differenc:ein the ability to identify different types of aggressive
behaviors.
When students were asked to self-report the frequency with which they are
victimized by peers or the recipientof ywo--socia:I
peeir~fflf,

©mythree of the

eighteen between-group comparisons were found to be significant, though the
tests by olilam:ewomddbe .OSx 18 = 0.9. The
expected number @f slg;milit-ami
findings that were significant supported the hypothesis that fifth grade students
report victimization by pee,rs at a gYeaiteF ~em:ey

tlre!nthiiJdgrade students.

Also, fifth grade students reported being the victim of overt aggression at a higher
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frequency than third grade students, while fifth grade boys reported being the
~
victim c;f mfcEtii@mm

litl(iJRi!~

-~

~ girade~,m,ys.
Finally,

third grade girls reported experiencing pro-social peer behavior at a higher
~ girls, mmCRfulg
daat ~ grade gms receiv e less profrequenc y than dm1Mil

social atten tion than third grade girls. The fact that fifth grade student s in these
three situarioms:ireprortoomigheirm~

0ff

vi~@llP

~©lT

r~

mes of pro-social

attention) than third grade students may in tum be due to the fact that fifth grade
students were better

wlem ii~

rehmiwmal.aggressjoo

amm
pm-social behavior

than third grade students. However, the overall result that fifth grade students
experienc e overt

aiggressi:0Lll

m©liet!tTaili11
t~

gua:c.k~ rs riketyoot a result of

awareness , as there was not a signilkant <llirerence between the third and fifth
grade students

miidemifymg
mren~oo.

'fdmrd'ore, IDl;ils,rcesmlt
should be

considered as actually capturing the fact th at fifth grade stude nts are in fact
experienci ng overt aggression ena gp-eatev:fr~eEiq tmm iliwd gi;a-destudents .
Interesting ly, though three comparisons of stud ents in th e thir d grade with
students in the fifth pe

were Slg;IDmuililt
~ ~ were asked to self-report

the frequency of pro-so cial behavior or victimization, no significant differences
were found hetwem

tmrou

00-h gmde stmrdentswh:etil•dms

wer-e asked to

report on the frequency with which a same-gender peer was victimiz ed or the
recipient of pro-social behavior.
When betw een-gr oup comparisons were made between male and female
students , no sigmfii;rammifer-ences we11e fumrrdfmr srdf-rep-©,rts©-fvictimization or
experiences of pro-social behavior. This result is surprising, as several studies
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have indicated that girls engage in relational aggression more frequently than
boys (Closson, 2009; Crick & Gmtpeter, 1995; Hilacski et al., 2004), with most
bullying and victimization occurring with same-sex peers (Seals & Young, 2003) .
Further, when students were asked to report on the vrctimiz.ariooand pro-social
behavior of a same-gender peer, fifth grade boys reported that same-gender peers
were victims of relariomd aggression at a higher frequency thandid fifth grade
girls . This finding was surprising as it was actually an opposite effect to that
which had been hypothesized. In temrs of overt aggFes&OO,
the

metthat students

did not appear to differ in this form of aggression was not as surprising, as
multiple studies have previously shown that boys and girls display similar rates of
overt aggression (Closson, 2009; Hilarski et al., 2004).

Implications of the Results
The results of this study have several implications for bullying prevention
and intervention programs. As students in the third grade were less able to
correctly identify relational aggression and pro-social behavior ( as compared to
aggressive behavior) than fifth grade students, oollymg programs within the third
grade should begin by helping student learn to identify and discriminate
aggressive behavior as-comparedwith mm-aggi-essive behavior, and identifyin g
forms of covert aggression. In contrast, fifth grade students, who already have
knowledge of aggressive versus pnHrocial behavim-D® are better able to
correctly identify relational and overt aggression, should be receiving more
specialized bullying and violence prevention programs which do not necessarily
teach students about aggression and bullying, but rather focus on ways to prevent
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the problem of bullying or provide students with the skills necessary to face an
aggress ive peer. This may be especially imporumt for fifth graders as overall fifth
grade students reported experiencing overt aggression at a greater frequency than
third grade students, and fifth grade boys Fepmted ~arcmg

relational

aggression at a higher frequency than third grade boys .
Due to the fact dm there were not significantgender differen ces in the
identification of aggressive behaviors or pro-social behavior, bullying prevention
and interventi on efforts may not need to be differentiated based oo gender, but
only should be based on the age of students. However, it should be kept in mind
that fifth grade boys reported that theiI-same-gender peers are victims of relational
aggression at a higher frequency than fifth-gra de girls, a finding that is different

teaclrars, social
from previo us research conducted in this fiel:d.'TherefOFe
psychologists , and other school personnel should be aware of this fact and should
be attenti ve to relatnoEmagg;resSiMtmlit may be occmring among fifth grade
boys.

Limitatio ns
There are several limitations to this study that should be addressed. First,
though ten gramuare
s1il.lJ.rlems
w.aaclredthe vigmettesand rated each aseither
involving pro-soci al behavior, relational aggression or overt aggression, there is
the possib ility dm if anotlrer gnmp of mults had heen asked to watch the
vignettes, there may have been disagreement among the vignettes which could
have potenti ally resulted in more vignettes being eliminated. Also, reg arding the
vignettes themselves, only five of the twenty -four vignettes contained overt
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aggression (while l l vignettes contained relational aggression and 8 vignettes
contained pro-social behavior). Though this small sample of vignette type may
not have had serious implications for the results, it would have been ideal to have
included the same number- of vignettes depicting each type of scenario.
Another limitation of this study is the fact that the external validity may be
limited due to the filct that data was collected from only one school district in
Rhode Island . Though the sample was designed to include a repr esentative sample
of children with ethnic backgrounds similar to that of the state of Rhode Island,
the fact that numerous children selected "unsure" as their choice for ethnicity
made it difficult to determine the actual ethnic cbaracteristics
of the parti cipants in
this study.
As only four of a total thirty -six ranks sums tests were found to be
significant, there is the likelihood that one or more of these significant results
were due to ch.ance,as when using an alphalevel of .05, it is likely that 5% of the
results will be due to chance alone . Therefore, it is difficult to determin e if the
self-reports of victimization which produced a sigmmamtw.RWlit,
as well as the
one significan t rank sums test regarding perceived victimintion

of a same-gender

peer , were truly imlieative of diream-emdifferences in vicimrizatir,n of students,
or were simply an artifact of chance. Also, students were asked to report how
often situatio ns occur to them, or to same-gender peers, that are the same as the
characters in the vignettes. By asking students to report on such specific types of
situations , it is likely that students who are being victimized, but in situations
different than those depicted in the vignettes, did not report their victimization.
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Future Directions for Research
The current study examined the ability of children at different ages and
genders to identify aggression and pro-social behavior and to report on
victimizatio n and rates of experiencingpro-social behavior. Future research
could expand upon this project in several ways . To begin, in determining the
ability of children to correctly identify different forms of aggression, this study
focused on correct responses by the participants. In the future, it would be
interesting to examine the incorrect responses made by students to see if patterns
emerged about the types of incorrect responses that were commonly made.
Further, as students wa-e asked to report on personal experiences of victimization
and pro-social experience in a narrow context (responding to the actions depicted

in the vignettes ), it would be useful in the future to administer to students a more
comprehensive measure of experiences of peer victimization .
the questions posed in this study,
Future ,eseardi romd also ce-exain.me
but using ethnicity as the independent variable. This is suggested because it is
possible that differences would emer-ge in the identification of aggressi on and prosocial behavior, as well as in reports of victimization among different ethnic
groups .
Also, as differences were found between students in grade three and grade
five, it could be useful to replicate this study but to also incorporate students in
grade four, to determine specifically at what point students are able to correctly
identify relational aggression and pro-social behavior, and to also examine
differences in victimization between students in grade three and grade four, and
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grade four and grade five. Finally, the finding that fifth grade boys perceive
same-gender peers to be victims of rem&imral~oo

cEtai higher-frequency

than fifth grade girls is quite different from what previous resear ch has indicated,
and therefo re may be a~

fur further mvestigation.

Summary and Conclusions
In summary, this research indicated that children in the fifth grade are
better able to correctly identify relational aggression, and pro-social behavior than
are children in the third grade. This study did not, however, provide evidence for
gender differences in the identification of overt aggression, relational aggression,
and pro-socia l behavior. This study also indicated that-fifth grade students report
being the victim of overt aggression at a higher frequency than third grade
students, that fifth grade boys report being the victim of overt aggression at a
higher frequency than third grade boys, and third grade girls report being the
recipient of pro-social behaviorthan fifth grade girls. Also, fifth grade boys
reported that same-gender peers are the victims of relational aggression at a
higher frequency than fifth grade girls. Based on the results of this study ,
bullying preven tion and intervention programs in school should be differentiated
for students based on age, but not necessarily based on gender.
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Appendix A:
Informational Consent FOIDlGiven to Principals
The University of Rhode Island
Department of Psychology
10 Chafee Road
Gender and Developmental Differences in the Identification of Aggression
You have been asked to include your school mthe ~h
project described
below . The researcher will explain the project to you in detail. You should feel
free to ask questions. If you have more questions later, Robyn Bratica, the person
mainly responsible for -&s study, will discuss &em with you, and may be rea ched
at 774-573-9216.

Descriptio n of the project:
This study will examine the ability of third and fifth grade students to correctly
differentiate between relational aggression, overt aggression, and pro-social
behavior . This study wili ~ aarna11~with the fr~
of peer victimizat ion
among third and fifth grade students.

What will be done:
This study will include approximately 120 boys and girls from elementary schools
in Rhode Island . Students who participate will watch a series of cartoon videos,
and students will be asked ro respomd to written.questionsrelatedto these videos.
These questions will ask students to describe the behaviors of the characters in the
videos , and will also ask students to identify the frequency with which they are
placed in similar sitmtioos as the draracters in the vrctoos. The time required of
students to complete this session should be no more than 30-45 minutes .

Risks or discomfort:
As this study will take place during school hours it is expected that students will
miss a small amount of class instruction while participating in this study.
Students are not expected to experience signmcantrdisromfmt as a result of
participating in this study. Students may feel slightly uncomfortable answering
some of the questions related to their own experiences of peer victimization, but
children do not have to answer any questions that they do not wish to answer.

Benefits of this study:
Although there will be no direct benefit to you for taking part in this study, the
researcher may learn more ahout the ability of cmfdrento diffeiremiate between
different forms of aggression and between aggression and pro-social behavior.
Furthermore, the researcher may learn more about the frequency at which students
report experiences of pre!" v!iciimiattiun.
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Confidentiality:
All information will be held as confidential as is legally possible. Only the
researcher will see the~.
No names will beon any of the
questionnaires . Instead names will be replaced with identifying numbers. Each
child will be informed that his or her answers will be kept confidential. However,
if it is revealed to me that a participam in the study is domg oomething that is
potentially dangerous to himselfl'herself or to someone else, I am required by law
to investigate this and possibly report it. This will be made clear to any child who
participates in this study. The chances of this ocaming are small, however, it is
important that you be informed of the limits of confidentiality before you make
your decision about involvement with this study.
7

Decision to quit at any time:
Individual students do not have to participate in this study, and if they do decide
to take part in this study.,fuey may quitat any time.

Righ ts and Complaints:
If you are not satisfied with the way this study is performed., you may discuss
your complaint s with Robyn Bratica. In additicm,
may cont3ct the office of
the Vice President for Research, 70 Lower College Road., Suite 2, University of
Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, telephone: (401) 874-4328.
You have read the Consent Form. Your questions have been answered. Your
signature on this form means that you understand the information and you agree
to participate in this study.

Signature of School Principal

Signature of Researcher

Typed/printed Name

Typed/printed name

Date

Date
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Appendix.B:
Informational Fonn Given to Parents of Students
The University of Rhode Island
Department of Psychology
10 Chafee Road
Dear Parent or Guardian,
I would like to ask your permission for your child to participate in a study of the
ability of children to am-ecily ndemifydifferent forms of aggression as well as
positive social behavior. The project is titl~ "Gender and Developmental
Differences in the Identification of Aggression, n and is a thesis project being
conducted as part of the requiremems:fur-ubtaiuiog a Master of Arts degree .
Specifically, I will be examining the ability of third and fifth grade students to
correctly differentiate between relational aggression, overt aggression, and pro social beha vior . Th.isstudy-will also a.aoaJue with the frequency of peer
victimization among third and fifth grade students.

What will be done:
This study will include approximately 120 boys and girls from elementary schools
in Rhode Island. Students who participate will watch a series of cartoon videos,
and students will be asked to ir~
w wri.tteHquestions related to thes e videos .
These questions will ask students to describe the behaviors of the characters in the
videos , and will also ask students to identify the frequency with which they are
placed in similar situations as the characters in the videos . The time requir ed of
students to complete this session should be no more than 30-45 minutes.
Risks or discomfort:
I will do my best to accommodate your child's schedule to prevent them from
missing important schoo l lessons, but I do anticipate that children will miss a
small amount of class instruction to participate in this study. Your son or daughter
is not expected to experience significant discomfort as a result of participating in
this study . Your child may feel slightly uncomfortable answering some of the
questions related to their own experiences of peer vtctimization, but he or she
does not have to answer any questions that they do not wish to answer.
Bene.fits of this study :
Although there will be no direct benefit to your child for taking part in this study,
the researcher may learn more about the ability of children to differentiate
between different forms cf agga-essionand between aggression and pro-s ocial
behavior . Furthermore, the researcher may learn more about the frequency at
which students report experiences of peer victimization.
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Confidentiality:
All information will be held as confidential as is legally possible. Only the
No names will be on any of the
researcher will sre the ~es.
questionnaires . Instead, names will be replaced with.identifying numbers. Each
child will be informed that his or her answers will be kept confidential. However,
if it is revealed to me that a pmticipant mthe ~is
domg something that is
potentially dangerous to himself7herself or to someone else, I am required by law
to investigate this and possibly report it. This will be made clear to any child who
participates in this study. The chances gf this occurring are small, however, it is
important that you be informed of the limits of confidentiality before you make
your decision about involvement with this study.
Decision to quit at any time:
Your son or daughter does not have to participate in this study, and if they do
decide to take part m this study~they may quit at any time.
Rights and Complaints :
If you have any questions or complaints about this study feel free to contact me,
Robyn Bratica, at 77 4-573-9216 . In addirion, you may~
the office of the
University of Rhode Island Vice President for Research., 70 Lower College Road,
Suite 2, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, telephone: (401)
874-4328.
At this time, if you do NOT want your child to participate in this study, please
sign and have your child return this form to school at your earliest convenience.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,

Robyn Bratica
Doctoral Student in School Psychology
University of RhodeIsland

I do NOT wish for my child to participate in the study .

Signature of Parent

Typed/printed Name

Date
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AppendixC :
Dem ographic Questionnair e

What is your age? __

_

When is your birthday? ______

_

What grade are you in? ___

_

Are you a boy or a girl? ___

_

Please circle one:

I am: White/Caucasian
Hispanic/Latino

African-American

Native American

Other
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Asian

Unsure

AppendixD :
Study Survey/Questionnaire
(Note: This example is specific to participating boys; female students received the
same survey/questionnaire, with "girls" substituted for "boys" as necessary)

"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or bitting other children, or
threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B., ~~=
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B . was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

1

All images from the website Stop Bullying Now! (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services)
http://stopbull_yingnowlu:sa.gov/kids/webisodes/defaultaspx
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a fi~ pushing or hitting other children, or
threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another c1n1dout of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoo n you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoo n you met Milto~
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Milton was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?', (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other

2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or bitting other children, or
threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Milton was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other children, or
threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met Jos~
how often do other kids treat you how Josh was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Jos~
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Josh was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoonT , (Please circle your answer)

I) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing
threatening to hurt other children

OT hitting

other children, or

3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat you bow Josh was treated?

I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon yon met Josh,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Josh was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?' , (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a figh~ pushing or hitting other children, or
threatening to hurt other children

3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met K.B., -~~
how often do other kids treat yo u how K.B . was treated?
1) Everyday
2) More than once a week
3) Once a week
4) Less than once a week
5) Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?

1) Everyday
2) More than once a week
3) Once a week
4) Less than once a week
5) Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a figh~ pushing or hitting other children,
or threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met Lasaand Raven,
how often do other kids treat you how Lasa and Raven were treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Lasa and Raven,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Lasa and Raven
were treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other children,
or threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?'' (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other

2) I saw a child starting a fi~ pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group
of friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon? " (Please circle your answer)

1) I saw children being nice to each other

2) I saw a child starting a figh~ pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children

3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group
of friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?

1) Everyday
2)
3)
4)
5)

More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?
1) Everyday
2) More than once a week

3) Once a week
4) Less than once a week
5) Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1) I saw children being nice to each other
2) I saw a child starting a :fight,pushing or hitting other
child.re~ or threatening to hurt other children

3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat you how Josh was treated?
1) Everyday
2) More than once a week
3) Once a we ek
4) Less than once a week
5) Never

In this cartoon you met Jos~
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Josh was treated?

1) Everyday
2) More than once a week
3) Once a week
4) Less than once a week
5) Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1) I saw children being nice to each other

2) I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other children,
or threatening to hurt other children

3) I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her group of
friends

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Milton was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a :fight,pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children

3)

I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her

group of friends

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat you how Josh was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Josh was treated?
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)

I saw a child starting a fight, pushing

OT hitting

other

children, or threatening to hurt other children

3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?
1)
2)

Everyday
More than once a week

3)

Once a week

4)
5)

Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Milton was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)

I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other

children, or threatening to hurt other children

3)

I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her

group of friends

In this cartoon yon met K.B .,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a :fight,pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met K.B .,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon? " (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a :figh~pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Mrs. F,
how often do other kids treat you how Mrs. F was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Mrs. F,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Mrs. F was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)

I saw a child starting a figh~ pushing or hitting other

children, or threatening to hurt other children

3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat you how Josh was treated?
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Josh,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Josh was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a :fight,pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?

l)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Melanie,
how often do other kids treat you how Melanie was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Melanie,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Melanie was
treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat you how Milton was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Milton,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Milton was
treated?

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting
other children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or
her group of friends

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat you how K.B. was treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met K.B.,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how K.B. was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon? " (Please circle your answer)
I)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)
I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other
children, or threatening to hurt other children
3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Melanie,
how often do other kids treat you how Melanie was treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Melanie,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Melanie was
treated?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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"What did you see in this cartoon?" (Please circle your answer)
1)

I saw children being nice to each other

2)

I saw a child starting a fight, pushing or hitting other

children, or threatening to hurt other children

3)
I saw a child try to keep another child out of his or her
group of friends

In this cartoon you met Lasa and Raven,
how often do other kids treat you how Lasa and Raven were treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never

In this cartoon you met Lasa and Raven,
how often do other kids treat boys in your class how Lasa and Raven
were treated?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Everyday
More than once a week
Once a week
Less than once a week
Never
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